THE BRAND
The Big Idea
Bright, friendly, and educational graphics to keep
proscpective clients intrigued and engaged. The
use of established brand colors, iconography, and
indicators creates visual consistency, which helps
to build trust and reinforce brand identity. Vibrant
imaery is used as inspiration for the aesthetic. We
want to make sure all creatives appeals to both
partners in the relationship.

BRAND VOICE
Tone
Personal, intimate, warm, confident but absolutely not
cocky. Likeable! Generous! Casual. Friend or trusted
family member. Not intimidating but not shy about
asking personal questions. Matter of fact.

Voice
Infinitely knowledgeable, but not at all concerned
with impressing or seeming smarter than anyone else.
Helpful & quick to offer input when asked, but more than
anything else the voice should sound warm, welcoming,
& ready to be quiet. Speaks confidently & politely but
always more interested in what you have to say. This
is not a voice that likes the sound of itself too much!
Constantly redirecting focus from Via Wealth to client.

LOGO
Via
Visualize your goal. Integrate the plan.
Achieve your potential.

Spacing
Clear space ensures legibility and visual impact by
dedicating an area where only the logo exists away from
competing elements. Determine the minimum clear space
by taking the height of the logo and measuring the same
distance on all sides.

Colors
ViaBlue is the primary color used with the logo, but can
also be used with a white logo on ViaBlue for variation.

LOGO USAGE
When to Use

Colors

The ViaWealth logo is used universally across all of our
communications. It should be instantly recognizable,
so consistency is important. Please do not edit, distort,
recolor or reconfigure it.

Logo should primary be used in ViaBlue, but may be
used in white as well. Soft Gray and Slate can be used
in application where color it may need to be printed in
grayscale, but black should only be used as a last resort.

Minimum Size

Backgrounds

The minimum appearance is dependent on the height
which should be at least 24 px for digital applications
and 5 mm postitive and 10 mm negative in analogue
applications.

Logo should primary be used in ViaBlue, but may be
used in white as well. ViaGray can be used in application
where color it may need to be printed in grayscale, but
black should only be used as a last resort.

Placement
The logo may be placed in any position and size within
the layout as long as it easy facing either upright or
at a 90º clockwise rotation. They can be placed on
overlays, on top of imagery, etc. as long as it is perceived
distincitvely.

Proper Use

primary

90º clockwise

Improper Use

avoid drop shadow

upside down

90º counter clockwise

COLORS
ViaBlue
ViaBlue is used to represent the brand as a whole trustworthy, loyal, intellgient, and knowledgable.

Primary
ViaBlue and Balanced Blue are used as the primary
colors of the brand, using secondary colors as
embellishments to add variation and pops of color to
reinforce the goals of the brand.

Secondary
Coin Blue, Growth Green, Vault Green, and Finance Blue
are the secondary colors that should be used before Soft
Gray, Slate, Virtute Violet, and Prosperity Purple. The
bottom four colors are used sparingly but when needed
depending on application.

ViaBlue

Balanced Blue

RGB: 60 117 153

RGB: 42 141 191

HEX: #3c7599

HEX: #268cbf

CMYK: 80 47 25 3

CMYK: 78 33 9 0

PMS: 7698 C

PMS: 7689 C

Coin Blue

Growth Green

Vault Green

Finance Blue

RGB: 60 117 153

RGB: 60 117 153

RGB: 0 212 150

RGB: 82 163 204

HEX: #00cfff

HEX: #00ffb0

HEX: #00d496

HEX: #52a3cc

CMYK: 80 47 25 3

CMYK: 80 47 25 3

CMYK: 68 0 59 0

CMYK: 66 22 8 0

PMS: 306 C

PMS: 3385 C

PMS: 7465 C

PMS: 7459 C

Soft Gray

Slate

Virtue Violet

Prosperity Purple

RGB: 183 183 183

RGB: 79 79 79

RGB: 191 171 255

RGB: 176 137 239

HEX: #b7b7b7

HEX: #4f4f4f

HEX: #bfabff

HEX: #b089ef

CMYK: 29 23 23 0

CMYK: 65 57 57 35

CMYK: 27 32 0 0

CMYK: 38 48 0 0

PMS: 428 C

PMS: 446 C

PMS: 2635 C

PMS: 2645 C

TYPOGRAPHY
Avenir
Avenir has a large variety in it’s weights and family which
allows it to be used in many different applications. Bold,
confident, friendly, knowledgable, and modern.
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avenir black

avenir book

Used for: titles, main
headers, h1, h2

Used for: subtitles, body,
captions

BRANDED ELEMENTS
Parallelagrams
Shapes are used to add branded elements across all
collateral. They are based off of the slant in the “I” in the
VIA logo. They can be used in any color from the palette
in different clusters or stand alone, usually with the
opacity at 65-75%.

Side Bar

Tips to Prepare
Financially for
Travel

This is used often before titles and headings, mostly in
Growth Green, Balanced Blue, or Growth Green.

Gradients
Gradients are used over images as overlays or to add
depth to composition or to help type stand out.

ViaBlue
HEX: #3c7599

Coin Blue
HEX: #00cfff

Image Overlays
Overlays are used in either the Balanced Blue, Coin Blue,
or Growth Green, never purple, on hard light at 70%.

